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REACTOR CONCEPT 

A section of the reactor in a plane containing the reactor central axis is shown in Fig. 2. At 
the shield end of the reactor the coolant plenum, which collects the core  exit flow, is penetrated 
by the TFE sheath extensions containing the electrical leads and cesium vapor supply passages. 
These extensions penetrate the reactor  vessel head through welded closures. The metal-to-ceramic 
seals located external to the face of the rear tor  vessel head permit access  to the elertrical  lead 

and form a closure to the cesium vapor envelope. In addition, this region also contains the electr i -  
cal connectors and Cs vapor supply system. Reactor control i s  achieved by motion of segments of 
the radial reflector which consists of 4 in. of Be immediately adjacent to the external lateral s u r -  
face of the reactor vessel. 

The reactor core  consists of bundles of TFEs in a hexagonal configuration (Fig. 3 ) .  The 
bundle consists of a 40-mil hexagonal stainless s teel  can holding two o r  more rings of fuel elements. 
Spacer and filler elements se rve  the dual function of spacing and restraining the fuel elements 
while also diverting coolant flow to provide uniform cooling around the sheath circumference. 
Coolant flow is controlled by triangular spacers in the cusp-shaped region around the periphery of 
the fuel bundles and by small  c i rcular  spacers in the internal cusp-shaped region between each 
fuel element. Contact between the spacers ,  and the fuel elements is limited to small  local regions 
of projections and ridges in the spacers  and the fuel element sheath. The dual function of these 
spacers  is important in restraining thermally or  mechanically induced motion of the fuel elements 
which could introduce serious reactivity fluctuations and resul t  in reactor  instability. The improve- 
ment in flow distribution helps suppress instability by reducing the thermal gradients in the sheath 
which cause motion and also reduces s t r e s s  levels in the sheath and insulator assembly caused by the 
nonuniform sheath temperature. 

The fuel element bundles are arranged into an approximately circular  c ross  section in a 
cylindrical reactor vessel. Coolant flows in two passes through the vessel with the flow proceed- 
ing down through the annulus between the core and reactor vessel wall and returning up through the 
core.  The coolant inlet and outlet pipes a r e  located a t  the shield end of the reactor. 

The essential features of the TFE a r e  shown in Fig. 4; the materials and dimensions of the 
TFE are: 

Outside Outside 
Item Material Thickness Diameter Item Material Thickness Diameter 

Cs  Vapor 0.007 _ - _ _ _  

0.406 
----- Sheath Kovar 0.020 0.60 Gap 

Collector 0.020 Fuel uo2 
Insulator t k 2 0 3  0.020 ---- Emitter W 0.030 

_ _ - _ _  - - - -  

These dimensions were selected on the basis of the resul ts  of previous optimization studies. The 
most important variable here  is the sheath diameter of the TFE which is selected to maximize the 
emit ter  a r e a  density in the core. The 0.6-inch value represents  the practical optimum, the mathe- 
matical optimum yielded values of sheath diameter below that considered favorable in the fabrica- 
tion sense.  The values of material thicknesses are selected a t  the minimum practical value except 
f o r  emit ter  and collector. Optimization of the emitter and collector thickness involve cell length, 
emit ter  a r e a  density, fuel volume fraction, and electrode voltage loss. The thicknesses shown 
here  reflect fabrication and reliability consiaerations, but a r e  near optimum values. Emitter 
length is then established by selecting an arbitrary 5% loss of voltage in the electrodes for the 
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thermionic design point selected. The precise optimum is believed to be in the range of 3 to 10% 
and causes relatively small  variations in over-all system characteristics in this range. 

ELECTRICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The thermionic reactor consists of numerous converter cells each operating at a relatively low 
uutput voltage.  sin^ this voltage i'ul each ceii is usucriiy less iii;lil I\-, tile 11eeCi lor. series C O I I I I ~ C -  

tions to limit the reactor output current  becomes quite apparent. The TFE concept already provides 
series-connected groups of 12 o r  more cells. Further advantages might be obtained if more series 
connections of TFEs  were provided (e. g. , lower weight of power cables between the reactor  and 
power conditioning equipment, and more efficient, lightweight power conditioning equipment). 

On the other hand, the se r i e s  connection of TFEs  for voltage buildup could adversely affect 
reliability. Some upper limit on voltage across  the TFE sheath insulator exists and should not be 
exceeded to prevent insulator breakdown and arcing to ground. The mechanical design of the reactor 
is made more co'mplex by requiring internal electrical connections, o r  penetrations of the reactor 
vessel a t  both ends for TFE electrical se r ies  connections. In addition, the consequences of an 
open circuit failure become increased in proportion to the number of T F E s  which a r e  se r i e s  
connected. 

For  the reactor designs being investigated, the design choice involves grounding the end of 
the T F E s  internal to the reactor while alternating the output voltage of pairs  of TFEs  positive and 
negative about ground (Fig. 5). The circuit diagram shown here implies that pairs of positive and 
negative TFEs  have individual power cables and power conditioning modules. While this approach 
can potentially provide a degree of redundancy in the power conditioning system and result in 
improved over-all reliability, i t  may be desirable to consider paralled-connected groups of TFEs  
connected to a single power conditioning module in te rms  of weight, efficiency, o r  complexity. 
Further  study is required to make this choice. 

This  method of connecting pairs  of TFEs  results in effectively series-connecting two TFEs  
without requiring internal electrical connections or  additional vessel penetration. The maximum 
voltage across  the sheath insulator is one-half the effective output voltage of the core. The con- 
sequences of an open circuit failure in a TFE can be designed to cause a loss in output f rom only 
that T F E  if provision is made in the power conditioning and switching circuitry. 

BACKGROUND TECHNOLOGY 

The background technology of this study in the area of thermionics will be covered in part in 
other papers  presented a t  this conference. In particular, the information presented by Wilson (1) , 
VanHoomissen(2), and W i l k i n ~ ( ~ )  represent  development knowledge and techniques which have con- 
tributed directly to the evaluation of the reactor system presented in this paper. 

The resul ts  of a thermionic reactor  critical experiment and studies devoted to thermionic 
reac tor  stability characteristics not previously been reported a r e  presented next. The 
Thermionic Reactor Critical Experiment (TRCE)(6) was directed toward an evaluation of thermionic 
reac tor  cores  in the lower power range of a few hundred kilowatt electrical. The resul ts  of the 
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experiment are useful in developing a better understanding of the physics of thermionic cores  over 
a broad range of power levels. 

CRITICAL EXPERIMENT 

The TRCE was a small, compact, uniformly reflected, fast spectrum reactor. Two experi- 
iiieiita; configiira:iona .GErC cxamincd. TI-- c : - - c  - n, - -c i - -+ , - .~  , ._., .e,,  ..,._A --:--:--ii.. C- 

L I L L  L L L ~ L ,  a UC--LG.IILLLCU ~ J ~ L C I L I I ,  w a n  u n ~ u  ~ L L I L ~ L ~ C I I L J  LU 

examine experiment-to-analysis correlations. The second, performed on Be-and stainless-steel- 
reflected systems was directed more toward investigating the influence of reflector variations. 

Physically, the TRCE was positioned in the hexagonally shaped cells of the A1 matrix of a hori- 
zontally oriented split table assembly; one table was fixed and the other movable (Fig. 6). The 
basic cell structure consisted of stacked hexagonal A1 tubes with a nominal spacing of 1.785 inches 
across  the flats. The A1 walls of the tubes were 0.031 inch thick. Six inches of the 14.76-inch- 
long core  was in the fixed table. An axial layout of the initial configuration, Configuration A, is 
shown in Fig. 7 .  The loading of each hexagonal cell within the core  and transition region was done 
with small  diameter (-0. 18 inch) rods, and the loading of the reflector region was done with full 
and half-hex s ize  pieces. 

There were five variations of the basic configurations studied. Configuration A consisted of a 
0.875-inch-thick transition region surrounding the core and a nominal 6-inch Be radial and axial 
reflector and made as symmetric a system a s  was practical. In Configuration B1 the axial t ransi-  
tion region was removed and the axial reflector modified to include a significant amount of stainless 
steel to make the axial direction conform to a situation thought to be more typical of the end reflectors 
of a thermionic reactor design. In the remaining configurations (Table 1) the influence of the 
composition and dimension of the radial reflector was investigated. 

A summary of loading data for  the five configurations is presented in Table 1. Modifications 
of published cross  section data(4) were used with S4 quadrature. 

Typical power profiles in the radial and axial directions and the calculated resul ts  are shown 
in Fig. 8 and 9. The discrepancy in the axial profile i s  attributed to a marked streaming effect by 
reflected low energy neutrons in this direction. The stainless-steel-reflected cores  exhibited 
power profiles with a much smaller  minimum-to-centerline power ratio and no peaking a t  the core 
edge. Gross spectral determinations were made by fission ratios: 

Configuration A Configuration B4 Configuration A Configuration B4 
Element Calculated Measured Calculated Element Calculated Measured Calculated 
U-235 1. 1. 1. Np-237 0.47 0.50 0.50 

1.10 * .07 1.00 Th-232 0.019 0.020 0.021 Pu-239 0.99 
U-233 1.60 1.47 1.61 Pu-240 0.52 0.50 0.56 
U-238 0.080 0.082 0.087 
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Core** 
A 
E t i  
B2 
B3 
B4 

R e f l e c t c  
Radial? 

B l t  
B 2 1 t  
B3$ 
B4t  

Axial 
A 
B1 
B2 
B3 
B4 

A t  

Transition Region$$ 
Radial 

A 
B1 
B2 
B3 
B4 

Axial 
A 
B1 
B2 
B3 
B4 

TABLE 1. 

Length 
(in.) 

14.76 
i4 .76  
14.76 
14.76 
14.76 

28 
28 
28 
28 
28 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

16.51 
28 
28 
28 
28 

0.875 _ _ _ _ -  
----- 
----- 
----- 

Summary of Loading Data for TRCE 

Volume Fraction (V) 

keff 

Stainless 
Steel 

0.108 
0. i08 
0.108 
0.092 
0.102 

_-- - -  
----- 
- - - - -  
0.830 
0.828 

- - - - -  
0.108 
0.108 
0.108 
0.108 

0.553 
0.553 
0.553 
0.553 
0.553 

0.553 __-- -  
----- 
-_---  
- - - - -  

A1 

0.069 
0. uti9 
0.069 
0.069 
0.069 

0.069 
0.069 
0.069 
0.069 
0.069 

0.069 
0.069 
0.069 
0.069 
0.069 

0.094 
0.094 
0.094 
0.094 
0.094 

0.094 - _ _ _ -  
-----  
----- 
- - - - -  

Experimental Calculated 
1.0021 1.0060 
1.0010 1.0200 
1.0013 1.0070 
0.9981 1.0120 
1.0018 1.0200 

V Volume fractions of theoretically dense materials 
* Oralloy, density 18.8 gm/cm at 93.2 a t .  %I U-235 

** All cores  contain V (W03) = O .  311 V (Ni) = O .  070 
t 6.15 in. thick 

tt  3.52 in. thick 
$ 4 . 4  in. thick 

$$ 0.875 in. thick 
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There is general agreement between measurement and calculation for the threshold detections 
which indicates a reasonable spectral  determination in the calculations. The discrepancies in the 
U-233 and Pu-239 ratios are indicatative of the present precision of high energy fission c ros s  
section data for  these isotopes. 
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Neutron lifetime measurements were made by both the Rossi-alpha technique and by the 1/V 
poisoning technique. For TRCE-A, the neutron lifetime was 9.4 f 0.9 psec and for TRCE-B4 it  
was 0 . 6  * 0 . 1  psec.  

Material worth measurements were performed on various materials both a t  core centerline and 
fo r  core  average (core length samples). A selection of experimental resul ts  obtained on Configura- 
4:.... A 0 - n .  
L ' V l l  II CIA*. 

Material Worth (%Ak/gm) 
Ni + i . 3  x 10-5 
Stainiess Steei + 3 . 8  x io-5 
Nb < 10-6 
Mo + l .  6 x 10-5 

Material Worth (%Ak/gm) 
- 1 . 3  x 10-5 

Re - 2 . 3  x 10-4 
Ta - 1 . 2  x 10-4 

W 

- -  --------- 

Reflector replacement studies also included a 60 sector of radial reflector replaced by Be0 in Con- 
figuration A. This indicated a lower power peaking at  the core edge and an extrapolated gain of 2.4% 
A k for  a radial Be0 reflector. Preliminary control element studies were also made and the effect 
of a 4.4-cm displacement of a 60 radial sector of reflector was  measured. This displacement pro- 
duced 2.1% A k and 1.5% A k reductions in reactivity for TRCE-A and TRCE-B4, respectively. 

REACTOR STABILITY 

A detailed analysis of the stability characteristics of the thermionic reactor was preformed. 
The nonlinear differential equations which describe time-dependent phenomena in the reactor com- 
ponents were linearized about an appropriate operating point, and written in matrix form. The 
eigenvalues of the system matrix were evaluated numerically to determine the stability properties 
of the system, and key stability parameters were identified through a ser ies  of parametric studies. 
In this manner, i t  was  determined that two key stability parameters in a thermionic reactor a r e  the 
fuel and emitter temperature coefficients of reactivity, cy 

stability cr i ter ia  for these parameters were derived f rom a two-region reactor model, and were in 
excellent agreement with the numerical results. These cr i ter ia  are:  

and cy E ,  respectively. Approximate 

where C a r e  the fuel and emitter heat capacities, respectively; HFE and HE a r e  the fuel- 
emit ter  and emitter -collector heat conductances, respectively; T i s  an "effective neutron lifetime;" 
and PT is  the steady-state thermal power of the reactor.  An approximate requirement for the 
reactor  to be stable is that the sum of the fuel and emitter temperature coefficients of reactivity 
be negative. Computations of the Doppler coefficiehts for the small  reactor design yield 
cy 

designs a r e  stable. 

and C F E 

= + 1 . 0  X 10-7/0K and E = - 6 . 0  X 10m7/OK. On this basis,  i t  is concluded that such reactor 

PARAMETRIC STUDIES 

Parametr ic  studies were made for  the reactor concept described in this paper. Reactor elec- 
t r ical  output was varied over the range of a few thousand to twenty thousand kilowatts electrical 
output, for the two levels of converter electrical performance shown on the following page. At each 
reac tor  power level, the effects of core length-to-diameter ratio, the TFE bundle size, the reactor  
coolant pressure drop and temperature r i se ,  and the effects of Na in place of NaK were investigated 
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for  all appropriate combinations and permutations. Reactor criticality was not considered in this 
study since for all reactor s izes  above a few thousand kilowatts electrical output criticality is not 
limiting. The study also assumed that the fission power distribution had been flattened so that each 
converter cell throughout the core  produced the same thermal power. The primary range of interes; 
this study involves core  s izes  for  which power flattening can be achieved to a very high degree; 
therefore, reactor physics evaluations may be deferred until electrical, thermal, and mechanical 
&sign considerations are rpsnlvec!: 

and weight and performed so that core designs involving integral numbers of fuel bundles having a 
favorable core pattern and integral numbers of converter cells in each TFE were specified. This 
constraint along with the fixing of electrical performance results in reactors  which do not always 
have the exact electrical output desired.  The studies also incorporate a variety of thermal and 
hydraulic design cr i ter ia  developed in related programs so  that this aspect of the design i s  also 
adequat-e. 

Thp stij.die.: were primarily directed toward rezctnr genmetrj7 

Converter Converter 
Standard Advanced Parameter Standard Advanced ~- Parameter 

Emitter 1828 2130 Current, A/cm 9.0 18.1 
Temperature, OK 

Collector 975 1080 Net Voltage, V 0.63 0.86 
Cesium 593 633 Net Output, W/cm 5.64 15.5 

Emitter Length, in. 1.114 0.835 Cell Efficiency, % 14.8 18.3 

2 

The thermionic performance data used in the reactor parametric studies were taken from the 
work of Wilson. (5) For the "standard" converter, a low emitter temperature of 1828 OK was selected 
while an emitter temperature of 2130 O K  was selected to represent a more "advanced" level of con- 
ver ter  performance. In both cases,  the individual converter cell has been optimized f o r  voltage and 
thermal losses and output current  density to yield maximum over-all cell efficiency. The selection 
of maximum cell efficiency minimized the size and weight of the heat rejection system. Selection 
of current densities which maximize thermionic electric power density would resul t  in reductions 
in reactor  and shield s ize ,  but at the expense of conversion efficiency. The true optimum is  some- 
where between these limiting cases,  and experience indicates selection of the maximum efficiency 
condition is more nearly the optimum condition for  large power plants. 

Figure 10 represents a summary of the results of the reactor design calculations, Clearly, the 
most important parameter is emitter temperature level with reactor power level being second in 
importance. The variation with power level presented here is an underestimate since the calculated 
reactor  weight assumes a full fuel loading in the available fuel volume. For the lowest power levels, 
this is appropriate, but a t  higher power levels less  fuel would be loaded so that the actual specific 
weight is slightly less than that shown. The influence of all other parametric variations i s  small  in 
t e rms  of specific weight covering a range of about i 5% about the mean line for the total range of 
parametric variations considered. The implication of these results i s  a strong incentive to select 
the best  possible level of thermionic performance. Other reactor parameters may be selected on 
the bas i s  of considerations other than reactor specific weight. 

The resul ts  presented in Fig. 10 provide no information relative to the selection of the reactor 
coolant outlet temperature. This temperature essentially determines the converter collector tem- 
perature  and the radiator temperature. Maximum thermionic electrical power density and conver- 
sion efficiency f o r  a fixed emitter temperature was found as collector temperature is varied. As 
before,  high-pdwer density lowers reactor  and shield weight while high conversion efficiency and 
increased collector temperature lower heat rejection system weight. Evaluation of the optimum 
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coolant temperature requires consideration of the total system. To accomplish this optimization, 
a simple version of the configuration shown in Fig. 1 was  assumed. Trade-offs in reactor,  shield, 
and radiator weights were examined for  this configuration as reactor coolant temperature was varied. 

Figure 11 presents the weight variation of the major groups of system Components and total 
system specific weight variation for two levels of radiator technology. Light-weight radiators yield 

a t  collector temperatures of about 1075 "K. The influence of the decrease in conversion efficiency is 
seen in the radiator curve which shows an increase above 1150 O K .  The implications of this resul t  
a r e  quite profound in evaluating long-term reactor development program requirements. It is seen 
that very little i s  gained by increasing reactor outlet temperature above 1000 O K .  At this level, 
ferrous alloy technology can be used as the basis for  reactor design. It does not appear that 
increases in this temperature would resul t  in significant performance improvements. While it must 
be recognized that future developments in thermionic technology may alleviate the fall off in conver- 
sion efficiency with increasing collector temperatures,  extension of heat transfer system technology 
into the range beyond 1000 "K does not appear to be required for the thermionic reactor concept. 

. .  . .  
;+ iiiiiiiiiiiil?i at a CG!!CC~G~ t ~ m i ; c r ~ t i i r ~  of aboiit ?COO O K  while h c a ~ i c r  radiators resu l t  in a minirLum 

REFERENCE DESIGN 

The information developed in the reactor parametric studies and in the coolant temperature 
optimization studies were used to identify a reference reactor design of 3880 kWe capacity. The 
configurational features of this reactor are: 

Number of Fuel Bundles 73 Reactor Vessel Outside Diameter a t  31.3 
Number TFE's  1387 Active Core, inches 
Design U02 Loading, kg 700 Over-all Length to End of Leads, inches 61.4 
Over-all  Diameter a t  Active Core,  inches 40.0 Active Core Length, inches 37 
Hexagonal Bundle Pitch, inches 3.04 Axial Reflector Length (Lower), inches 4.5 
Radial Reflector Thickness, inches 4 Axial Reflector Length (Upper), inches 6 

Each fuel element has 37 converter cells stacked up in ser ies  for a total of 51,319 converters in 
the ent i re  core.  At the upper end of the reactor,  space i s  required for  the coolant pipes, structural  
members,  electrical connections and power cables, and the Cs  vapor supply system. 

The performance parameters of great  interest for the reference reactor are: 

Emitter Temperature, " 2,000 Average Cell Efficiency, % 13.8 
Collector Temperature, 'K 1,075 Electrical Output, Reactor 3.88 
Average Thermionic Output, W/cm 9.2 Terminals,  W ( e )  
Voltage, V 51.4 Reactor Outlet Temperature, OK 1,000 
Current ,  A 75,500 Reactor Pressure  Drop, psi 10 

For  this reactor ,  a converter performance level of 2000 "K has been selected in recognition of the 
important benefits provided in comparison with the minimum emitter temperature of 1828 "K con- 
s idered in the parametric study. The reactor electrical output is 3880 kW at 51.4 V and 75,500 A 
a t  the reactor  output terminals.  The heat production ra te  in the reactor core is approximately 
28,000 kWt. 

The weights of various reactor components and the total reactor weight a r e  on the following page. 
The TFEs  a r e  .the dominant contribution to the reactor weight. This i s  characterist ic of an efficient 
design since the objective is generally to maximize fuel fraction or maximize emitter a rea  density 
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o r  some compromise between the two. The reflectors a r e  relatively light primarily because of the 
very low density of Be. 

T FE 5,550 CONCLUSIONS 
Core Structure, lb 850 
Reactor Vessel, lb 650 
NaK Coolant Inventory, lb 630 Comprehensive reactor optimization studies were 

made ana inciuaea the interactions of geometry, ther - Control Units: lb 350 
Radial Ref lector, lb 1,240 
Axial Reflector, lb 150 mal design, hydraulic design, and thermionic perfor - 

Total Pounds 9,420 mance. The results indicated that the reactor s ize  
and weight were established primarily by the electri-  

cal  power output required and the thermionic performance. The geometric parameters of the reac-  
e. g. , core length-to-diameter ratio and fuel element bundle s ize  may be selected on the basis of 
influences other than those of reactor size and weight. In addition, coolant temperature optimiza- 
tion studies indicate that the benefits of increasing reactor coolant outlet temperature beyond 1000 "K 
a r e  minimal within the limits of present knowledge. This important result  permits the consideration 
of a reactor development program which avoids the problems inherent in high-temperature refrac-  
tory metal heat-transfer systems. 

The temperatures and material of the thermionic converter have been chosen a s  a result  of 
extensive thermionic development programs for both electrically and nuclearly heated test  devices. 
Liquid metal system conditions and materials have been chosen to remain within the bounds of 
existing technology. The reactor core design incorporates the structural  features required to 
provide the required mechanical, hydraulic, and nuclear characterist ics.  

Finally, the weight, s ize ,  and efficiency of this reactor represent attractive performance 
levels. The values presented a r e  believed to be realistic and represent a design which provides for 
all the reactor requirements that can be recognized a t  this time. The ability to achieve the level 
of thermionic performance required has been and can be demonstrated in test  devices with con- 
fidence. The achievement of this same level of performance in large scale thermionic fuel elements 
appears to be completely feasible. Accomplishing the degree of power flattening required in the 
core will present reactor development problems, but no technological bar r ie r  to accomplishing 
the required goal can be identified. The thermionic reactor core with its very high redundancy which 
resul ts  from its incorporation of numerous inherently long-lived thermionic converters should 
provide a power system of great  reliability. 
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FIGURE 1. CONCEPTUAL COMWNENT ARRANGEMENT FOR A 
THERMIONIC REACTOR POWER PLANT 
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FIGURE 4 .  THERMIONIC FUEL ELEMENT FIGURE 5. BASIC ELECTRICAL MODULE 

FIGURE 6. TRCE RADIAL LAYOUT 
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FIGURE ?. AX!AL LAYOUT OF CONFIGURATION A 
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